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Background of Veto Power 
As United Nations' most powerful body, United Nations Security Council (UNSC) has long been an 

arena for international political gaming. It dispatches military operations, imposes sanctions, mandates 

arms inspections, deploys election monitors and more. 

Five powerful countries- United States, Russia, China, France and United Kingdom sit as five 

"permanent members" along with other ten elected members with two-year terms. Although decisions of 

the Security Council on procedural matters require majority vote, the five permanent members were 

granted a special voting power known as the "right to veto". If any one of the five permanent members 

cast a negative vote in the Security Council, the resolution or decision would not be approved. 

During the Cold War, international structure was formed into two political blocs, so was the Security 

Council member countries split along two lines. At the height of the Cold War in the 1960s and 70s, the 

two superpowers United States and the Soviet Union wielded their Security Council vetoes against the 

opposite political bloc frequently, such as barring countries from U.N. membership primarily for 

political reasons or to protect their own national interests. As the Soviet Union collapsed and the Cold 

War ended in 1991, we might well ask, have the powerful countries in the Security Council discard the 

mentality of cold war and refrain from mutual suspicion and hostility? 

 

Research Questions 

The assumption of the research is that conflicts and cooperation among the powerful countries can be 

manifest in the voting behaviors in the Security Council. The purpose of this research is to better 

understand to what extent and at what pace, the conflicts and corporation of countries have impact on 

the voting patterns. By investigating the voting patterns, this research tries to answer the following 

questions:   



Are there differences in the voting behaviors before and after Cold War? Does the antagonism among 

the two political blocs fall off, and is Cold War Mentality still alive? 

What are the “world issues” that the UNSC member countries, especially the five powerful ones 

disagree on? 

 Does the voting patterns reflect the political blocs, if so, who are allies and who are enemies? 

By analyzing the voting structure and answering to these questions, this research will yield some 

implications on the international relations. 

 

Methodology  
Previous researchers fail to consider the counties as interdependent actors in the 

system. They merely analyze countries’ at a linear way and focus on the frequency of voting behaviors. 

For instance, Nahory’s research showed that the five permanent members cast 199 vetoes between 1946 

and 1989, over four per year. While after Cold War, the formal use of the veto has diminished 

dramatically; only about one veto was cast per year. The drop of number could be informative to some 

extent, but this linear analysis is unable to reveal the relational structures through the countries’   voting 

behaviors.  

We can only understand the real nature of international political gaming when look at the countries as a 

system, that is, a network. This research adopts network analysis on the voting relations among the UN 

Security Council members. The ties between countries can be a proxy of political alliance. By defining 

co-affirmative vote (i.e. vote for the same draft resolution) as a connection, the Co-Support network can 

be generated. Likewise, the Co-Oppose networks are gained by defining the connection of co-negative 

vote (i.e. vote against the same draft resolution).  

In order to bring out the UNSC voting patterns, I use NodeXL to visualize the negative and affirmative 

voting structure of UNSC member countries. 

 

Data  
This research focuses on the resolution drafts that have been vetoed. The official list of vetoes is 

contained in UN document A/58/47.Subsequent reliable voting results from 1983 to 2012 can be tracked 

by consulting the listing of Security Council actions, which includes the full text of vetoed draft 

resolutions and the corresponding meeting records. 



Based on the records of countries and subjects, a bimodal affiliation network can be generated. This will 

give an overview of the political issues to which each country aimed to exert strong influence.  

After generating affiliation matrix data, the voting patterns are constructed based on the relations among 

UN Security Council member countries. The relations are formed when two countries have the same 

voting behaviors, including negative vote and affirmative vote. Also, an abstention vote is considered 

the same effect as a negative vote since the approval of resolution requires majority agreement. 

 In order to answer the question of Cold War mentality, a comparative analysis of the before-after 1989 

network structures will be conducted.The resolution draft of 5/31/1990 is the division between during 

and after Cold War voting, as this is the last voted draft the former Soviet Union participated. 

To investigate the first question, I focus on the member countries that are from different political blocs 

and make a comparison between voting patterns during and after the Cold War. The lists of two political 

blocs are arranged according but not limited to the Warsaw Pact and NATO.  

The list of Western Bloc include: USA, UK, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, 

Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway Portugal Spain Turkey and Japan, North Korea. 

The list of Eastern Bloc includes: Soviet, China, Poland, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Czechoslovak, 

Romania, Albania and Cuba 

 

Result 
 

1. Antagonism: Is Cold Car Mentality Still Alive? 

1.1. A Comparison between Co-Support Networks During and After Cold War  

 
 

 
 

 

 

Graph 1  
The Co-Support Network of Two Blocs during 
Cold War (1985 – 1991) 

Graph 2 
The Co-Support Network of Two Blocs after Cold War 



 

 

Overall, even during Cold War, most countries from different political blocs reached agreement. 

The change of Between Group Density from 0.37 to 0.62 shows that the countries from different blocs 

tend to be more likely to have common support for the resolutions when the Cold War ended.  

Based on the within group density of Western Bloc and Eastern bloc, it is found that the Eastern Bloc 

tend to be more collaborative when they vote for the resolutions. 

Noticeably, there is one special connection between Russia and US, which is the only common decision 

these two countries made in the entire UNSC history. They both voted for the 10 January 1997 draft 

about the UN actions in the Central America, when China cast its veto. 

 

 

1.2. A Comparison between Co-Support Networks During and After Cold War  

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Stratified Density 

Co-Support Network After Cold War 

 Western Bloc Eastern Bloc 

Western Bloc 0.44 0.62 

Eastern Bloc 0.62 0.52 

          Stratified Density  

Co-Support Network During Cold War  

 Western Bloc Eastern Bloc 

Western Bloc 0.44 0.37 

Eastern Bloc 0.37 0.76 

Graph 3  
The Co-Oppose Network of Two Blocs 
During Cold War  (1985 – 1991) 

 
Graph 4  
The Co-Oppose Network of Two Blocs 
after Cold War  



 

 
 

 
 

 

The Co-Oppose networks show a totally different pattern from the Co-Support Networks.  

During Cold War, countries from different blocs make no common decision when they cast a negative 

vote. They only connect with countries from the same bloc. Two blocs are two independent components.  

However after Cold War, Romania, Bulgaria and Slovenia, three former Eastern Bloc countries have 

commonly vote against some resolution with countries from former Western Bloc.  

Also, it is interesting to see that France cast less common veto with U.K and USA. The Co-Veto relation 

between France- UK and France- USA reduces dramatically to only one connection. U.K is still the 

strongest ally with USA. 

 

1.3. A Ego-Centric Analysis of Russia and USA Voting Network  

The comparison between the full political bloc networks shows a trend of collaboration between 

countries from different blocs after Cold War. Yet in the international politics gaming, Russia (Soviet) 

and U.S are the two most important players. Therefore, an ego-centric analysis is also conducted to 

further investigate the international relations. 

As the following graphs show, Russia and USA do not have any common decision in veto, no matter 

during or after the Cold War. Also, during the 1985 to the end of the Cold War, Soviet Russia and USA 

had not commonly support on any resolution; while they had common affirmative voting decisions after 

1991, with the Neighbor Overlap of 0.45. 

 

Based on the voting patterns, it is concluded that Cold War Mentality is fading among minor countries 

from political blocs. Yet it is still alive and hauls over the major players in the international politics, 

especially among those powerful countries like Russia and US. 

 

Stratified Density 

Co-Oppose Network During Cold War 

 Western Bloc Eastern Bloc 

Western Bloc 0.82 0 

Eastern Bloc 0 N/A 

Stratified Density 

Co-Oppose Network After Cold War 

 Western Bloc Eastern Bloc 

Western Bloc 0.57 0.2 

Eastern Bloc 0.2 0.25 

Neighbor Overlap of USA and Russia 

 

During Cold War After Cold War 

Co-Support 0 0.45 

Co-Veto 0 0 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 6: US and Russia Co-Veto After Cold War Graph 5:US and Russia Co-Veto During Cold War	  

Graph 7:US and Russia Co-Support during Cold War	   Graph 8:US and Russia Co-Support after Cold War	  



 

2. Cooperation: Who are the allies?  
Previous section exams countries from two political blocs and provide some implications of Cold War 

antagonism. This section will also take the ideologically neutral countries into accounts. By generating 

the alliance pattern, research shows the cooperation of the UN Security member countries.  

The Allies of Russia and China maintain only connection to these two countries. 

I first generate the Co- Support Network of all the UNSC member counties from 1985-2012, and set the 

Dynamic Filter to 8 and get the Graph 9. It shows Soviet Russia and China’s strongest allies are African 

countries and Arabic countries, such as Arab Emirates, Madagascar, Ghana, Trinidad and Ethiopia. 

National interests are the key factor of foreign policy, and not necessarily related to the ideological 

conflict. Therefore, the cooperative voting from the African countries is easy to explain because Soviet 

and Russia provided African countries economic aid. It might be a reciprocal gesture to make the same 

decision as the two countries.  

As for the cooperation from Arabic, it might not because of the direct benefits in national interest, but 

“enemy’s enemy is my friends”. To be sure, UN Security Council is not only ideological battleship, but 

also national interests Colosseo.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 9 Co-Support Networks of UN Security Council Countries during the Cold War 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 10 Co-Support Networks of UN Security Council Countries after the Cold War 

Graph 10 Co-Oppose Networks of UN Security Council Countries during the Cold War 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. What are the world issues? 
In order to better understand the agendas the countries disagree on, I categorize 54 resolutions into 8 

categories: 

1) The situation in the Middle East 

2) The situation in Cyprus 

3) The situation in the occupied Arab territories 

4) The situation in the former Yugoslav 

5) Against US Intervention in other countries' internal affairs. 

6) Call for UN Security Council action 

7) The situation in the Central America 

8) The situation in Southern Africa 

 

 

 

 

Graph 10 Co-Oppose Networks of UN Security Council Countries after the Cold War 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Only countries from Western Bloc oppose the agendas of “The situation in Cyprus, The situation in the 

occupied Arab territories ” and “Against US Intervention in other countries’ internal affairs”. 

In contrast, “Call for UN Security Council agenda” and “The situation in the former Yugoslav” is only 

opposed by Russia and China. It might be the reason that China and Russia avoid US would make use of 

UN General Assembly to impose military interventions on sensitive regions. This is consistent with the 

previous conclusion that Cold War Mentality still hauls overs the powerful countries.  

 

 

Discussion 
Using SNA makes the international politics tangible and digestible. The value of network analysis in 

international relations has been demonstrated in precise description of international networks, 

investigation of network effects on key international out- comes, testing of existing network theory in 

the context of international relations, and development of new sources of data. 
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